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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a rotor (13) for a pump, having at least one blade (19, 20, 22, 29, 30, 3 1, 32), the rotor be

ing able to be actuated to rotate about an axis of rotation (21) in order to convey a fluid in the axial or radial direction, the rotor
being able to be deformed reversibly elastically in the radial direction between a first, radially compressed state and a second, radi
ally expanded state which the rotor adopts without the effect of external forces, and a third state of the rotor being provided in
which, in pumping operation under fluid loading, the rotor is deformed from the first state to beyond the second state.

Rotor for a pump, produced with a first elastic material
The invention resides in the field of mechanics and precision mechanics

and relates to rotors for fluid pumps.
US provisional application serial no. 6 1/364,559 (attorney's docket ECP

27(1) US), US provisional application serial no. 61/364,595

(attorney's

docket ECP 27(2) US), and US provisional application serial no.
61/364,578 (attorney's docket ECP 28 US) are hereby incorporated by
reference.
Such pumps can be used in various ways in different spheres.

In

particular for use in surroundings which are difficult to access, it can
be sensible to use compressible and expandable rotors in order to bring

these in the compressed state to a place of use and to expand there in
order to put be put into operation. Special applications are for example
with pumps for circuitous pipe systems.

A further special application of such pumps takes place in the medical
sphere.

Pumps are used there in particular in the invasive field, i.e.

introduced into the body of a patient. It is known to convey pumps in
different forms, for example as catheter pumps, through natural body
vessels, for example blood vessels, and to operate them there or for
example also in a ventricle.

For such special applications,

a

corresponding pump must have a particularly small construction,
which concerns the radial diameter.
In order to design such pumps to be easily compressible and

expandable, various measures
mechanisms

are possible.

Thus for example

have become known in order to design blades on

corresponding pump rotors to be articulated

and unfoldable and

foldable radially. Rotors consisting also at least partially of so-called

memory materials have become known, which change their shape as a

function

of the

ambient

temperature

and

are

expandable

or

compressible in this way.
For example a compressible and expandable rotor (impeller) with a hub

which carries various blades is known from US 2008/01 14339 Al. Hub
and blades can consist of the same material which has an elastic
configuration so that the blades can be moved between a compressed
position placed against the hub and an expanded, radially deployed
position.

High elasticity of the material is required for this purpose.

For example particularly flexible polyurethanes are proposed there as

material. Basically, also elastic polymers should be usable.
Basically, the rotor according to the mentioned document should be
deformed between the compressed and the expanded form, on the one

hand, in a linear range of the stress-strain curve and in addition in a

non-linear range of the stress-strain curve in order to be able to perform
the necessary large deformation travel.
Against the background of the state of the art, the object underlying the

present invention is to produce a rotor of the initially mentioned type
which is compressible and expandable to a high degree and in the case
of which, even with repeated compression and expansion, no permanent

material changes take place.
The object is achieved according to the invention by the features of

patent claim 1.
For this purpose, in the case of a rotor which can be actuated to rotate

about an axis of rotation in order to convey a fluid and which drives the
fluid in the axial or radial direction, it is provided that the rotor can be

deformed reversibly elastically between a first, radially compressed state

and a second, radially expanded state, as far as possible with minimised
hysteresis or optimally entirely without hysteresis.
The second state is thereby a force-free state of the rotor, i.e. the

position into which it falls back without the effect of external forces and
which is extensively independent of whether this force-free state is

achieved from the compressed or from an expanded third state.
At least one third state of the rotor is provided in addition, in which a

pumping operation under fluid loading, i.e. by means of the fluid
counterforces acting on the rotor, the rotor is further deformed, viewed
from a first state, via the second state in the same direction. "At least"

is therefore mentioned since, as a function of the speed of rotation, a

plurality of such states can be provided. In particular, this third state

can however occur at that speed of rotation at which the greatest pump
power of the pump is achieved.
For this purpose, for example the rotor is formed and in particular the

conveyor elements, preferably in the form of one or more conveyor

blades, are formed such that the rotor or the conveyor elements is /are
deformed during operation from the second state or more precisely the
geometric shape of the second state during a rotation in the direction of

rotation of a pumping operation in the direction of a third state.

For

this purpose, essentially the deformation of the rotor and/or of the
conveyor elements, which has led from the first state to the second

state, continues in the constant direction up to the third state.
Advantageously, each conveyor element is thereby deployed further
radially from the second state so that the fluid resistance during
pumping

operation

is

increased.

Hence,

an

optimised

compression/ pump action is achieved in the case of a minimal wetted
surface area of the rotor. The fluid resistance of the rotor is hence
greater during rotation in the geometric shape of the third state than it
would be during a rotation in the second state. In the case of a rotation

during the pumping operation, for example the conveyor elements are
pivoted/ inclined in the second state relative to a hypothetical exactly
radial orientation in the direction of the direction of rotation during the
pumping operation. During the pumping operation they are then firstly
deformed in the direction of a radial orientation, possibly also even

further.
As a result, it can be ensured that the rotor does not touch the

surrounding housing even with maximum radial orientation of the
conveyor elements. The size ratios of housing and rotor can be adjusted
to the maximum possible radial orientation and extension of the

conveyor elements such that the pump gap between rotor and housing

during operation with maximum deployment of the conveyor elements
becomes optimal.

As a result, the efficiency of the pump and/ or its

power and also its haemolytic properties are optimised. Provided that
the conveyor elements cannot be deformed and/or pivoted beyond the
state of maximum deployment and/ or extension relative to the rotor, an
optimised pump gap in operation can hence be ensured without the
rotor touching the housing. In the case of pumps in which the conveyor
elements are deformed by the fluid counter-pressure beyond a range of
maximum orientation and are compressed again radially, this is not the
case.

During operation, such pumps have an enlarged pump gap

unless it is accepted that the rotor grinds against the housing in specific
states.
As a first approximation, a minimal but contact-free pump gap is

hereby regarded as optimal, which pump gap promises the lowest flow
losses and hence the best pump power with a prescribed operating
diameter.

If the gap width falls below a minimum value however,

increased damage to the blood is to be expected, since then blood cells
are squeezed in the pump gap and hence can be damaged.
In the sense of the present patent application, pump gaps between 0.01

mm and 1 mm, in particular between 0.01 mm and 0.3 mm, or very
particularly between 0.03 mm and 0 . 1 mm, have proved to be right.
These values relate to the expanded operating state of the pump in the
human or animal body. The value ranges relate to a minimum spacing
between the furthermost radially projecting point of the rotor and the
corresponding point of the surrounding housing. The minimum spacing
is hereby determined in purely radial direction (starting from the rotor
axis).

As "corresponding point of the surrounding housing" there is

understood the point in the housing interior to which the corresponding
point of the rotor could come closest during its rotation.

The corresponding values should be measured at the "design speed of

rotation" of the pump, i.e. specific operating states. This is for example
the speed of rotation at which the conveying power of the pump is
maximal. A higher or lower design speed of rotation, which is necessary

or sensible for specific therapies can however also be provided.
The rotor can in any case be designed thus within the scope of the

embodiment of the present patent application such that the optimum
extension /deployment of the conveyor elements is achieved at the
highest sought operating speed of rotation at which normally (but not
necessarily in every case) also the greatest pump power is to be
expected. For this purpose, the conveyor elements can be deployed by
pivoting relative to a rotor hub but also, if the individual conveyor
elements are curved or folded in in the relaxed state, by extending the
conveyor elements to the maximum in the radial direction. By means of
suitable shaping and/ or reinforcing of the conveyor elements, it is
ensured that deformation beyond this state in practice does not take
place or only to a negligible degree at an increased speed of rotation.
This represents an advantage relative to previously known pumps, the

pump gap of which increases with increasing speed of rotation, as a
result of which in such pumps the flow losses increase and an adequate
power increase is no longer possible. It should be emphasised however
that the above-indicated number values for the pump gap are intended
to be valid for any type of pump, irrespective of whether and how the

pump gap further reduces or not with increasing speed of rotation.
The present invention relates not only to a rotor but also to a pump

having such a rotor and having a housing, the interior of which receives
the rotor. The size of the interior is advantageously dimensioned such

that the rotor does not touch the housing in the operating state, in
particular

if it concerns

a compressible housing,

after a radial

expansion of the housing, and in fact neither during operation when the
conveyor elements are extended fully radially nor when the pump is
stopped and also in no intermediate

state, for example during

acceleration of the pump.
Advantageously, at least in at least an axial partial region in which also
conveyor elements of the rotor are disposed, the interior of the housing
is configured possibly also furthermore cylindrically with a constant

diameter over the length or corresponding to the contour of the rotating
rotor. This can be advantageous in particular when the rotor changes
its length between the radially compressed state and the operating
state, for example is lengthened in the radially compressed state.
The rotor can be configured such that it has a single or a plurality of

blades which are circumferential helically on a hub and can be
connected also in one piece to the hub and can consist of the same
material as the hub. Also at least two blades which are circumferential
helically can be disposed in the same axial region of the hub,

overlapping axially entirely or partially and offset relative to each other
on the circumference of the hub. Individual blades which are disposed
axially one behind the other relative to the hub are also possible.
The rotor consists advantageously in one embodiment, at least partially
of a first, elastic material in the form of a foam polyure thane, a solid

polyurethane, a thermoplastic elastomer, a rubber or a superelastic
material, in particular superelastic polymer.
Advantageously, the first material comprises a polyurethane based on a
diisocyanate. The polyurethane can be produced advantageously with a

polyether polyol, in particular a polyether polyol with 2 to 8 OH groups
per molecule.

Such polyether polyols can be produced

from bivalent

and multivalent alcohols and propylene- and/or ethylene oxide.
Basically an organically filled polyol, in particular

a graft-, SAN- or

polymer polyol or a PHD polyol can be used. These polyols can be used
for increasing the elasticity of the first material.
Particularly

advantageously,

thermoplastic

the

first

material

elastomer (TPE), in particular

can

comprise

a

a polyamide TPE (TPA), a

copolyester TPE (TPC), a styrene TPE (TPS), a ure thane TPE (TPU), a
rubber crosslinked with TPE (TPV) or an acrylonitrile / butadiene rubber
+ polyvinyl chloride (TPZ).
In particular
polyamide

there is possible a s polyamide TPE (TPA), a thermoplastic
elastomer,

in the case of which the soft segments

configured with ether- and ester bonds, or a thermoplastic

are

polyamide

elastomer in which the first segments are configured a s polyester (TPAES) or a s polyether (TPA-ET).

In the case of the copolyester elastomers

(TPC), the soft segments can

likewise consist of ether- and ester bonds (TPC-EE) or of polyesters
(TPC-EC) or of polyethers

(TPC-ET).

In addition,

so-called

olefin

elastomers (TPO) and also elastomers with ethylene/ propylene /diene +
polypropylene (TPO-EPDM+PP) and those with ethylene /vinyl acetate +
polyvinylidene chloride (TPO-EVAC+PVDC) are possible there.
Thermoplastic
styrene / butadiene
block copolymer

styrene

elastomers

block copolymer

can

be

configured

as

(TPS-SBS), a s styrene/ isoprene

(TPS-SIS), a s styrene/ ethenebutene/

styrene

block

copolymer

(TPS-SEBS) or a s styrene/ ethenepropene / styrene

block

copolymer (TPS-SEPS).
Urethane elastomers

(TPU) can comprise: aromatic hard segments and

polyester soft segments

(TPU-ARES) or aromatic

hard segments

and

polyether soft segments (TPU-ARET) or aromatic hard segments and soft
segments with ether- and ester bonds (TPU-AREE) or aromatic hard
segments
hard

and polycarbonate

segments

and

soft segments

polycaprolacton

aliphatic hard segments

(TPU-ARCE) or aromatic

soft segments

and polyester soft segments

(TPU- ARC L) or

(TPU-ALES) or

aliphatic hard segments and polyether soft segments (TPU-ALET).
For example,

the materials

"Carbothane®"

Lubrizol, "Barex®" of the company

(TPU) of the

company

IMEOS Barex, "ISOPLAST™" of

Lubrizol Advanced Materials Inc. or "Biresin®" of the company Sika can
concretely be used.
Thermoplastic

elastomers

highly crosslinked
highly crosslinked

with crosslinked rubber (TPV) can comprise

EPDM+BP (TPV-(EPDM-X+PP)) or be configured a s
acrylonitrile/ butadiene

X+PP)) or a s highly crosslinked

rubber

+ PP (TPV-(NBR-

natural rubber + PP (TPV-(NR-X+PP)) or

as highly crosslinked epoxidated natural rubber + PP (TPV-(ENR-X+PP))
or a s crosslinked polybutylacrylate
The thermoplastic
properties

elastomers

of crosslinked

advantage of thermoplastic

+ PP (TPV-(PBA-X+PP)).
essentially

elastomers

have

and combine

polymer blends).

rubber-elastic
these

with the

processability.

Basically, these can consist of a thermoplastic
crosslinked or uncrosslinked

the

polymer matrix with

elastomer particles a s soft phase (so-called

However, they can also be configured as so-called

graft-

or copolymers

thermoplastic

which

sequences

comprise,

in one polymer

and elastomeric

sequences

demixed locally so that the thermoplastic
crosslinking

points

in the

continuous

sequences
matrix

molecule,

which can be
form physical

of the

elastomeric

sequences (example: styrene block copolymer (TPS)).
At the temperature

of use, the elastomeric sequences are above their

glass temperature,

whilst the thermoplastic

glass temperature

(in the case of amorphous

sequences are below their
polymers) or the melting

temperature (in the case of partially crystalline polymers).
Copolvamides (TPA)
For

the

production

dihydroxypolytetrahydrofuran
used, for the production

of

copolyamides,

lactam

and dicarboxylic acid (TPA-ET) can be

of TPA-EE: laurinlactam,

adipinic acid and

bishydromethylcyclohexane .
Thermoplastic elastomers with copolyesters (TPC)
For the production of TPC (thermoplastic elastomers with copolyesters),
soft segments

made of polyalkylene

ether diols and/or

long-chain

aliphatic dicarboxylic acid esters with partially crystalline PBT segments
can be used. The corresponding materials are hydrolysis-resistant

and

temperature-resistant.
Polyolefin elastomers (TPO)
Polyolefin elastomers (TPO) can be produced a s blends on the basis of

isotactic PP- and ethylene-propylene

rubbers (EPDM).

The thermoplastic

olefin elastomer TPO-(EVAC-PVDC) is produced on

the basis of alloys with PVDC hard domains and a partially crosslinked
soft EVAC-copolymer matrix.
Thermoplastic elastomers with polystyrene (TPS)
These can be configured for example a s three-block copolymers TPSSBS by being able to be constructed by anionic polymerisation, e.g. with

lithium butyl, in succession blocks made of styrene and butadiene and
optionally once again of styrene. Similarly, polymers of the type SIS

(I

=

isoprene) can be produced (TPS-SIS). The polystyrene chain portions
aggregate thereby to form the hard domains and the polybutadiene
chain portions to form flexible rubber regions.
TPS can also be used in multicomponent

injection moulding.

Good

adhesion is achieved for example with the following plastic materials:
PE, PP, PS, ABS,

PA, PPO,

Kunststofftaschenbuch,

29 th

PBT (abbreviations

edition

2004,

cf.

Saechtling,

Verlag

Hansa,

Munich / Vienna) .
Such materials can then be combined in the injection moulding with the
first material, for example as reinforcing structures.
Polyurethane elastomers (TPU)
TPU can be produced a s block copolymers by polyaddition of long-chain

diols (chain lengthener:

1,4-butanediol

or 1,6-hexanediol,

long-chain

diols: polyether diols, polyester diols, polycarbonate diols) with aliphatic
diisocyanates.

These are materials which are distinguished

by high

resistance to wear and tear and flexibility and also chemical resistance
and high bio-compatibility.

TPV, polyolefin blends with crosslinked rubber

These

materials

have

crosslinked

rubber

soft

segments

and

consequently are very elastic.
Further thermoplastic elastomers
There are possible a s further thermoplastic elastomers, those based on
PVC with NBR or PBA (NBR[TPZ-(NBR+PVC)] or PBA[TPZ-(PBA+PVC)]).

A further advantageous embodiment of the invention provides that the
first material is configured as natural or synthetic rubber, in particular
as R-rubber, as M-rubber, as O-rubber, as Q-rubber, as T-rubber or as
U-rubber.
Corresponding rubbers can advantageously be used also with softeners
and extended with oil.
The individual rubber variants:

R-rubbers
Natural rubber (NR) has high strength and elasticity. It is temperaturestable and elastic with low mechanical damping.
Advantageously, also isoprene rubber

(IR)

with often even higher

elasticity can be used.
Also the use of butadiene rubber (BR) is possible.

For example also a

carboxyl group-containing butadiene rubber can be used here.

Advantageously,

also a chloroprene

rubber

particular also a styrene-chloroprene
Also the use of styrene-butadiene

(CR) can

be used,

in

rubber.
rubber (SBR) can be advantageous.

For example a carboxyl group-containing

styrene-butadiene

rubber can

be used here.
Also the use of nitrile-butadiene

rubber

(NBR), nitrile-chloroprene

rubber (NCR) and butyl rubber (IIR, CIIR, BUR) with IIR a s copolymer is
conceivable.

In addition, also an isoprene-styrene

polynorbonene

rubber

(PNR) can be used.

polyoctenamer

rubber

(TOR)

or hydrated

rubber (SIR) or a

Also the use of transNBR-rubber

(HNBR)

is

conceivable.
M-rubbers
There

can

be

used

ethylenepropylene(diene)

amongst

the

M-rubbers,

rubbers (EPM, EPDM).

for

example

EPM can thereby be

crosslinked with peroxides, EPDM also vulcanised with sulphur.
There can also be used ethylene-acrylic ester rubbers (AECM), ethylenevinylacetate

rubbers

chlorinated

PE-rubber

fluorine rubber

(EAM),

chlorosulphonated

(CM), acrylate

rubber

PE-rubber

(CSM),

(ACM (AEM, ANM)),

(FKM), propylenetetrafluoroethylene

rubber

(FPM) or

perfluorene rubber (FFKM).
O-rubbers
There are conceivable a s O-rubbers,
copolymer-

and

terpolymer

bichlorohydrine

rubbers

(CO,

homopolymer-,
ECO,

ETER).

Epichlorohydrine

elastomers

can be crosslinked with amines.

Vinyl

group-containing

terpolymers can also be vulcanised with sulphur or

peroxide.
Also the use of a propylene oxide rubber (PO) is conceivable.

Q-rubbers
There can be used a s silicone rubbers (Q-rubbers), polydimethylsiloxane
rubber (MQ), methylphenylsiloxane
rubber

(VMQ),

methylfluorosiloxane

rubber (MPQ), methylvinylsiloxane

methylphenylvinylsiloxane
rubber

(MFQ) and

rubber

(PVMQ),

also fluorosilicone

rubber

(MVFQ) and liquid silicone rubber (LSR). Silicone rubbers have chains

with siloxane groups and are physiologically safe.

They have high

permanent elasticity.
T-rubbers
There can be used a s T-rubbers with sulphur, polysulphide rubbers
(TM, ET) and also thiocarbonyldifluoride

copolymer rubber (TCF).

U-rubbers
There can be used a s U-rubbers,

nitrose rubber (AFMU), urethane

rubber and also polyester/ polyether rubber (EU, AU). The processing of
urethane

rubber can be produced, in the case of thermoplastic

elastomers,

by thermoplastic

PUR

shaping or generally by casting of a

reactive mixture or the production of a prepolymer and mixing in of
fillers and crosslinking agents with subsequent vulcanisation in heated
moulds.

AU and EU have exceptionally high strength,

flexibility and

elasticity.

They combine this property with a high resistance to wear

and tear. AU thereby has better water resistance than EU.
There can be used in addition, polyphosphazenes
alternating

chains

with

fluorophosphazene rubber.

phosphorus

and

(PNF, FZ, PZ) with

nitrogen,

for example

In addition, the use of phosphazene rubber

with fluoroalkyl or fluorooxyalkyl groups and also phosphazene rubber
with

phenoxy

groups

polyperfluorotrimethyltriazine

is

conceivable.

Also

the

use

of

rubber (PF T) is conceivable.

The first material can advantageously comprise at least one additive
which reinforces it mechanically.
The additive can also be configured or introduced into the material such
that it makes the latter mechanically anisotropic.

This can be achieved

for example by insertion of fibres, gratings or nets or as a result of an

anisotropic interaction of the additive with the remaining components of
the first material taking place. The first material can also be provided,
by the production method of the rotor, with anisotropic mechanical
properties, for example by means of anisotropic crosslinking processes
or by the use of anisotropic casting, injection moulding or extrusion or
drawing methods.
Corresponding reinforcing fibres can be configured for example a s glass
fibres, carbon fibres, plastic material fibres or natural fibres. These can
be orientated for example in common in a preferential direction or be
disposed at least parallel to each other.
Glass fibres can be used for example in a length of a few micrometres to
millimetres.

There can be used as fibres, also organic materials, such a s wood dust,
cellulose, cotton fibres, cotton cloth cuttings or silk strands.

In

addition, artificial silk strands, mineral fibres, short- and long glass
fibres and also glass mats can be jointly processed during processing by
pressing, injection pressing and injection moulding.
There can be used a s carbon fibres, carbonised and graphitised CFreinforcing fibres from the polyacrylonitrile fibre.

Also carbon spun

fibres can be used which are available as monofilaments and uni- or
multiaxial textile structures.

The smooth fibre surfaces can thereby be

roughened by an oxidising treatment.
PPTA, PAI or PBI are possible as high-temperature

plastic material

fibres. These are spun from specific solvents, such a s for example NMP
= N-methylpyrolidone.

PPTA reinforcing fibres are spun to be highly

crystalline from liquid crystal solutions.
The

described

fibres,

fabrics

and

additives

can

be combined

advantageously with the various above-mentioned volume materials,
such a s polyurethanes, thermoplastic elastomers and rubbers.
The above-mentioned materials are suitable, because of their intrinsic

stability, in particular for the rotor to achieve the second state without
the effect of external forces.
This is particularly advantageous in cases in which the rotor is intended
to be introduced into a human vessel in the compressed first state and

subsequently,

before the beginning of the rotation,

is intended

independently to adopt a specific expanded position from which the
rotation of the rotor then begins.

It is hereby provided preferably that the rotor which is initially actuated
to rotate in the second state adopts a third state under fluid loading. It

is hereby advantageous that the third state can be defined precisely

depending upon coordination of the material, in practice as in the case
of a "baseball glove" which is compressible in one direction and has a

defined "end position" in the other direction in order to ensure the best
possible function. This presently has the great advantage that a specific
operating position (third state) of the rotor can be ensured also
independently of the speed of rotation, which can be important for
technical flow adaptation/ design. This is designed preferably such that
the radial deflection (measured from the centre of the axis of the rotor to
the radially outermost point) of a rotor blade in the speed of rotation
range of 5,000 rpm to 40,000 rpm essentially remains the same,
preferably that

2

< 0.05, particularly preferably

2 3

< 0.03,

2 3

being

defined as
r —

ε 2→

Γ

=—— —, wherein

= maximum radial extension in the second state measured from the
rotor centre to the radially outermost point;

r3

= maximum radial extension in the third state measured from the
rotor centre to the radially outermost point.

A further

advantageous

development provides that

the rotor is

configured such that, during standstill, it returns from the third state
reversibly elastically into the second state.

This means that this

movement belongs in fact to "Hooke's straight line". The coordination
of the material is hereby simpler than in the case of objects according

to the state of the art, preferably it concerns a homogeneous plastic

material rotor or a plastic material rotor in which metallic inclusions

(or inclusions made of another material) are provided.

The primary

deformability is hereby effected not by weakened portions in the foot
region of the rotor blades (i.e. close to the hub) but essentially over the
entire rotor (regarding the radial length). This again makes it readily
possible to reinforce the hub region with metallic inclusions/ struts,
also in order to ensure a defined flow shape during operation, even at
high speeds of rotation, for example in the range of 5,000 rpm to
40,000 rpm.
A further

advantageous

development provides that

the rotor is

configured such that adoption of the first state from the second state
and adoption of the third state from the second state are effected in
opposite directions. This means (see also diagrams which are referred
to further on) that the first state is effected in the first quadrant of a

stress-strain diagram (stress = ordinate, strain = abscissa) and the third
state is provided in the third quadrant.
This embodiment had considerable advantages since as a result an "end
stop" (whether due to material properties or mechanical blocking as a

result of embedded elements) can be effected, on the one hand, for the
third state in order to provide the same operating point over a speed of
rotation band. On the other hand, this has the advantage that, during
commissioning of the rotor, in particular in the case of intraventricular
applications in which access by medical personnel directly is limited, for
example into the ventricle of a heart, "automatic" deployment by the
fluid pressure is effected.

This has a crucial advantage relative to

devices in which the first state and the third state both take place in the
first quadrant.

In the case of such devices, the deployment force (for

the deployment of the first into the second state, i.e. the unmoved state)
would in fact require to be chosen to be strong such that secure
deployment is possible even against an applied fluid pressure.

In

particular in time-critical situations in the case of resuscitation of a
patient, this can be a crucial disadvantage.
Therefore, it is required according to the invention, in a preferred

embodiment, that the self-determined deployment of the rotor from a
compressed first state into the expanded second state is possible within
at most ten seconds during withdrawal from the sheath and a further
deformation into the third state can then be effected immediately. This
is also more favourable with respect to force than in the case of the
above-mentioned alternative in which the first state and third state are
both in the first quadrant since creep processes and hystereses are
significantly better in the case of the variant according to the invention.
A further advantageous

development

provides that

the rotor is

configured such that, starting from the initial second state during
transfer into the first state, subsequently into the third state and finally
back into the second state, it has a permanent residual strain

Η

of

preferably less than 8%, particularly preferably less than 3%, very

particularly preferred less than 1%.

ε
Γ

=

=

ε Η is

defined here as

n

maximum radial extension in the second state (up to the end
point, i.e. at the end, see Fig. 1 1), measured from the rotor centre
to the radially outermost point (measuring mode see Fig. 6);

ro =

maximum radial extension in the second state (at the initial time
see Fig. 1 1), measured from the rotor centre to the radially
outermost point (measuring mode see Fig. 6).

It is hereby assumed that the first state lasts for 0 hours to 12 hours
and the third state lasts for 0 hours to 2,000 hours

and the

temperature is always between 1°C and 50°C, preferably between 18°C
and 40°C.
A further advantageous development provides that the rotor has at least
one rotor blade, the rotor blade having a pressure side and a suction
side and the pressure side having a concave cross-section or at most a

turning point.

The pressure side is hereby the side which operates

counter to the fluid pressure, for example of the blood in the ventricle.
Preferably, the geometry of the rotor blade concerns a rotor blade, the
flow pressure

side of which in all cross-sections

perpendicular

or

parallel to the axis of rotation is concave, is straight or at most has a
turning point. As a result, high efficiency of the rotor results; stringingtogether of convex and concave cross-sections, which is problematic
with respect to unfavourable geometry and technical production, is
hence not required.
The present invention relates in addition to an intraventricular blood

pump, comprising a rotor according to one of the preceding examples
and also a sheath for compressing the rotor. Compression of the rotor
is hereby effected by penetration of the rotor into the sheath, preferably
by penetration of the pump head with the rotor situated therein into the

sheath, particularly preferably by pulling the pump head with the rotor
into the sheath. Both sheath and rotor can hereby consist of the abovementioned plastic materials.
In order to avoid adhesion

processes, creep processes

and also

hystereses, it has proved advantageous that rotor and sheath are
provided initially unjoined. This means that the rotor, for example upon
delivery from the manufacturer to a hospital, is not compressed in the

sheath.

This makes

it possible

that,

immediately

before the

implantation, the rotor is tested firstly, for example in a test apparatus,
and the medical personnel (this is also important possibly for reasons of
liability) hence test the rotor and then introduce or insert it themselves

into the sheath.

After unfolding the rotor in the human body, for

example in a ventricle, the latter is then set in operation.

It is hereby

advantageous that no settling and /or adhering results; an operational
check is possible and hystereses are reduced.

Preferably, handling of

the equipment is such that, during the implantation of the rotor, the
rotor is stored for at most ten hours in the compressed first state,
preferably less than three hours, very particularly preferred less than 30
minutes.
In the following, the invention is shown in a drawing and described

subsequently with reference to an embodiment.
There are thereby shown
Fig. 1

schematically, the arrangement of a heart catheter
pump in a ventricle,

Fig. 2

a heart catheter pump in an enlarged illustration,

Fig. 3

a rotor of a pump in three-dimensional view with a
hub,

Fig. 4

a hub-free rotor in a three-dimensional view,

Fig. 5

in a three-dimensional view, a rotor having a plurality
of blades,

Fig. 6

a

schematic

view

of rotor

deformation

states

deformation

states

according to variant A,
Fig. 7

a

schematic

view

of rotor

according to variant B,
Fig. 8

a stress-strain

diagram for the states shown in Figs.

6 and 7,
Fig. 9a

the state Al from Fig. 6,

Figs. 9b - 9h

sections at different axial positions along the rotor
axis corresponding to Fig. 9a,

Fig. 10

a view of the rotor shown in Figs. 9a - 9h in the state
A2,

Figs. 11/ 12

hysteresis curves,

Figs. 13/ 14

illustrations of the blade lengthening between radially
compressed and expanded state, and also

Fig. 15

illustration of the variable gradient of a rotor in an
operating state.

Fig. 1 shows, in a simplified schematic illustration, a ventricle 1 of a

heart chamber into which a blood vessel 2 (aorta) opens. In the region
of the heart valve, a pump 5 is inserted at least partially from the blood

vessel 2 into the ventricle 1. The pump 5 is moved forward through a
hollow catheter 4 by means of a sheath 3 into the inside of the body of a
patient and through the blood vessel 2 into the ventricle.

Within the

hollow catheter 4, a drive shaft 11 extends, which can be actuated by

means of a motor 10 provided outside the body and which itself drives
the rotor of the pump 5 .
The pump 5 has a suction cage 8 on its front, distal side, through

which, symbolised by the arrows 6, 7, blood is suctioned in. This is
expelled through openings 9 at the proximal end of the pump or a

discharge hose into the blood vessel 2 . By means of the conveying
function of the pump 5, this assists the heart pump activity or replaces
it partially.
In order that the pump 5 is expandable radially inside the ventricle 1

after transport through the blood vessel 2, both the rotor and the pump
housing or the discharge hose are radially compressible and expandable
in the illustrated example.
These are illustrated in more detail in Fig. 2 . Inside a pump housing 12
which can have an expandable mesh braiding and be covered by a
dense membrane, a rotor 13 which has a screw-shaped blade and a hub
is disposed. The hub can be mounted in bearings at its proximal end
15 and also the distal end 14.

A suction cage 16 is disposed at the distal end of the housing 12. Blood
is suctioned in through this.

A so-called pigtail 19 which forms a

spacer as a flexible continuation is disposed at the distal end of the
pump 5 in order to prevent, in the suction operation or during
transport,

impact against

heart walls or vascular walls or being

suctioned against inner surfaces and in order to stabilise the position of
the pump.

The hub 14, 15 is connected to the flexible actuatable shaft 11 at the

proximal end of the pump.
A discharge hose 17 is drawn over the housing 12 of the pump, into
which discharge hose the pump 5 pumps the blood and through which
it can flow past the heart valve into the aorta or the blood vessel 2 . It is
expelled there through discharge openings 18 out of the discharge hose

into the blood vessel.
The rotor 13 is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 3 . It has a hub 13a

made of a thermoplastic elastomer to which two blades 19, 20, which
are wound into each other in the manner of a screw, are connected in
one piece. These are illustrated in the expanded state which they adopt
during operation under the effect of force of the fluid counter-pressure.
The blades can be folded in almost completely against the hub 13a in

the compressed first state. The material elasticity of the blades and also
of the hub is sufficient for this purpose and the material is produced

such that the corresponding deformation is reversible. The deformation
travel

and

the

force-free,

relaxed

position

are

advantageously

dimensioned such that the material can stretch a s far as possible over
the total travel along a hysteresis-free stress curve.
The rotor is hence designed such that the occurring shear, tensile or

pressure

deformations take place inside the proportional range of

Hooke's straight line. This can be achieved by suitable design and a

correspondingly chosen operating point of the deformation.
In Fig. 3, reinforcing fibres 25, which extend approximately radially,
viewed from the axis of rotation of the hub 13a, and reinforce the blades
19, 20, are indicated.

In addition to the radially extending reinforcing fibres, reinforcing fibres

which extend at right angles hereto can also be provided, which
reinforcing fibres can also be woven with the first reinforcing fibres to
form a flat woven material.
Also reinforcing fibres 26 which are configured as woven material made

of two groups of fibres extending perpendicularly to each other are

illustrated by way of example on the blade 20, all the fibres extending at
an angle of for example 45° relative to the axis of rotation 27.
The reinforcing fibres 25, 26, can be configured for example as glass

fibres or as polyamide fibres or carbon fibres. They are mixed in during
production of the rotor either with the injection moulding material
during the extrusion, in particular if short fibres are involved which
need not necessarily be orientated or they are inserted into an injection
moulding- or casting mould and extrusion-coated
material.

This material

by means of a

can be for example a polyurethane,

a

thermoplastic elastomer or a rubber.
In Fig. 4 a hub-free rotor is represented, in the case of which a single

blade 22 is connected to a shaft end 23 and can be actuated by this.
The blade 22 can be reinforced for example by nanoparticles which are

embedded in the first material and then form a component of the first
material.

As illustrated with reference to Fig. 3, a hub-free rotor can

also be reinforced with corresponding fibres.
Fig. 5 shows a rotor 28 with conveyer blades 29, 30, 31, 32 which are

all disposed and secured individually on the hub 28a. Such a separate

arrangement of conveyer blades on the hub effects simpler foldability on
the hub and hence simpler compression of the rotor.

The individual blades 29, 30, 31, 32 can consist respectively of the

same elastomeric material and also be connected in one piece to the
hub.

They can be reinforced by means of a pulverulent, granulate or

fibrous additive u p to the desired rigidity.
All the explanations in the present applications with respect to the angle

a and β (see in particular patent claim 16 and associated description)
and also the "unwinding" or "gradient" of the blades are valid also for
blade arrangements which, as for example in Fig. 5 are configured as a
series of a plurality of blades which are disposed one behind the other.
With respect to the lengthening, it is valid that, in the case of a plurality
of blades which are situated axially one behind the other, the change in

the overall length between the most proximal point of the proximal
blade and the most distal point of the distal blade is measured.
The material of the hub 28a can also be reinforced by inserting

reinforcing fibres or other additives.
Fig. 6 shows schematically a preferred embodiment of the invention

with respect to the deformation states of the rotor. Respectively singleblade rotors (i.e. rotors in which one rotor blade protrudes on both sides
of the axis) are hereby shown. In Figs. 6 and 7, a plan view on the axis

(the axis protrudes out of the paper plane) is hereby shown; the axis is

hereby characterised by a small circle.
In Fig. 6 (subsequently also termed variant A), the folded/compressed

initial position of the rotor (also termed Al) is shown.

This is for

example the initial position of the rotor (first state) in which it is
inserted into a sheath.

The second state (state A2) shows the unfolded/ decompressed rotor

which is still unloaded by fluid pressure. This state occurs for example
if an intraventricular

blood pump has been removed from the sheath

after introduction into the human heart.
The third state (A3) is the state in which the rotor moves. A rotation of

the rotor in clockwork direction is hereby effected in Fig. 6 . It is clear
that, as a result, even greater deformation is effected in the "unfolded"
state, a quasi "self- stabilisation" of the rotor is effected.

Hence the

operating point can be adjusted exactly, for example by a limit stop
and /or by corresponding design of the material.
The initial state is in turn Bl, state B2 is produced after the unfolding,

Conveyance of fluid is effected however here in anticlockwise direction
so that rather the rotor is folded in radially again. This means that the

unfolding force between states Bl and B2 must be so great that the
fluid conveying operation does not cause the rotor to collapse such that

the latter can no long operate properly.
These geometric ratios are clarified once again in Fig. 8 .

In the

illustrated diagram, the strain is shown on the abscissa and the stress
on the ordinate.

Al or B l is shown here in the first quadrant.

Upon

removing the rotor from the sheath, the force-less states A2 or B2
result. During the conveying operation, deformation to A3 or B3 is then
produced.

It must hereby be emphasised that A3 is in the third

quadrant, whereas B3 is in turn in the first quadrant.

This means that,

in the preferred embodiment of the invention, Al and A3 respectively
stand in diagonal quadrants, whilst Bl and B3 (in the less preferred
variant) are disposed in the same quadrant.

A compressed embodiment (first state "Al", see also Fig. 6 ) is shown in
Fig. 9a. The x-axis is hereby shown in the direction of the rotor axis.

With reference to the following Figures, the elastic comparative strain
for example is disclosed (according to von Mises).

Again, the above-

mentioned single-blade rotor (the rotor blade is separated by the hub) is
shown as rotor. Figs. 9b - 9h hereby show different sectional planes, it
being expressed that the maximum comparative strains remain low due
to the geometry chosen here, which leads to low-hysteresis and low-

creep use.
For comparison, once again the second state "A2" is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 shows a part of a typical hysteresis curve of a material which is

unloaded

again

after a corresponding

deformation.

The point

designated with "0" is the initial state of the unloaded workpiece. Point
"1" corresponds to the point designated as compressed rotor.

If the

rotor is now unloaded at this point, i.e. the stress is reduced to zero,
then a permanent deformation (point "2") remains in place, which here
constitutes more than 50% of the maximum strain of the material in the
compressed state.

The rotor would therefore no longer adopt the

original shape. Only by means of further loading counter to the original
loading direction would the rotor again adopt its original shape (point
"3").

This loading would have to produce material stresses which

correspond, in their size, approximately to the original loading.

The

production of opposing stresses of this order of magnitude solely by the
fluid pressure is however hardly realistic for a blood pump since then

considerable

damaging forces would act on the blood.

During

unloading in this state, the rotor would retain a permanent deformation
(point "4").

Hence a state would be provided which produces non-

repeatable conditions for handling of such a blood pump.

Only by

means of a further increase in these (negative) stresses is it possible to

reach the point of the curve designated with "5" from which the initial
state "0", in which the rotor adopts its initial form in the unloaded state,
can be achieved again upon unloading.
Fig. 12 shows the deformation behaviour of a material which shows

relatively low hysteresis.

Points "0" to "5" corresponding

to the

illustration in Fig. 11. Because of the lower permanent deformations, a
controllable behaviour of the rotor would rather be producible here
since the lower permanent

deformations have fewer substantial

or

insubstantial effects on the behaviour in practice. However, a material
which has absolutely no hysteresis and would follow the curve "0" - "1"
even when unloaded is ideal for the application.

Best of all, such a

behaviour is achievable or almost achievable if the design is maintained
in the region of Hooke's straight line. For reliable function of such a
rotor it is therefore substantially more crucial that the material displays
low-hysteresis, ideally hysteresis-free behaviour, in the region of the
occurring deformations,

than that the rotor has a change in the

characteristic line increase.

It is crucial in particular that the residual

strain, after the compression has disappeared (point 2), constitutes less
than 50%, preferably less than 25%, of the maximum strain of the
material in the first state in the practically relevant time.
Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate the expanded and compressed state for a

plastic material rotor.
Fig. 13 hereby shows an unmoving and force-free expanded state of the

rotor, i.e. the rotor as it unfolds freely (without rotary movement) and
not subjected to further loading by fluid counter-pressure.
Fig. 14 shows the same rotor in a radially compressed form, i.e. with

radially folded-in blades.

This state is that in which the rotor is

introduced into the body compressed by means of at least one sheath;
by withdrawing a sheath (or other means), the rotor in the heart or close
to the heart is then brought into the radially expanded form (see Fig.
13).

It can hereby be seen that the hub of the rotor is essentially
longitudinally stable.

This is normal according to prior art, since the

relatively solid hub shows essentially no lengthening/ shortening due to
application of the rotor blades.
It should be noted that the "axial direction" mentioned below is the "x-

direction" which is shown in Figs. 13 - 15; this is generally in accord
with the axis of rotation of the rotor.
However, it can be seen that, from the point, shown furthest left in the

axial direction, of the blades 42/blade assembly/ blade (in Fig. 13 on the
left at the top, the point at which the transition from the constant

diameter of the hub to the blade is effected), u p to the point 4 1 situated
furthest to the right (this is radially further out, as is evident by viewing
Fig. 13) a lengthening is effected by means of compression.

This is

illustrated in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14, there is a clearly larger spacing from
the point of the blade assembly 42' shown furthest left u p to the point
of the blade assembly 4

standing furthest right on the x-axis. This

means that, by applying the rotor, a greater axial extension of the blade
assembly/ blade is provided.

This is advantageous

since good

compressibility of the rotor, rotor blades/ blades becomes possible with
not too high forces and the volume of the rotor blades is distributed to a
greater length, as a result of which a smaller diameter is adopted with
the same volume. This is also caused by the fact that relatively good
adaptation to a cylindrical shape is provided in the folded-in state.
Lengthening is preferably, relative to the expanded initial state, at least

5%, in particular at least 10%. This concept therefore stands out from

existing concepts in which the axial extension of the blades does not
vary between radially expanded and radially compressed state.
The above-described lengthening takes place, for example in the case of

helically-shaped blades, also however in the case of blades disposed
axially one behind the other.

The effect is advantageous in particular

also in the case of blades which have a gradient which changes over the
rotor longitudinal axis since, as a result, local excessive strains are
avoided.
In Fig. 15, there is represented

by way of example a rotor in an

operating state, i.e. the blade has deformed relative to the state
represented in Fig. 13, such that the blade has been further deployed
under the flow pressure in such a way that the blades are orientated
essentially radially relative to the axis of rotation of the rotor.

The

illustrated angle a shows the angle which the rotor blade adopts at the
blade exit relative to the axis. The illustrated angle β shows the angle
which the rotor blade adopts at the blade entrance relative to the axis,
the angle a in the illustrated example being approx. 40% greater than
the angle β .
In the sense of the present application, the angles a or β are determined
as follows.
As in particular can be seen from Fig. 15, the initial gradient of the

blade (i.e. at the transition from the blade to the hub) is determined for
the corresponding blade.

The gradient of an end edge is hereby

assumed, which, on the pressure side of the blade, represents the first
end edge.

This is shown by way of example in Fig. 15; the flow

approach direction is effected in the x-direction (see arrow above on the
right).
The same is true for the angle β which likewise is determined on the

pressure side of the end edge; the corresponding tangent is applied to
the initial region of this end edge, as shown in Fig. 15.
Generally, the mentioned tangents to the initial gradient will be skewed
straight lines relative to the rotor central axis (represented in dot-dash
lines in Fig. 15, see reference number 43). The angle determination is
effected now such that the shortest possible distance between the two
skewed lines is chosen;

this can be determined

mathematically

unequivocally, in the case where the initial gradient tangent intersects
the rotor central axis 43, this is the intersection point. If this is not the
intersection point, then a parallel displacement along the previously
determined shortest connection line is effected, until the two skewed
straight lines intersect.

Between these then intersecting straight lines,

there are two angles, the smaller of the two angles is then a or β. In the
sense of the present application, the angle a is 50° to 70°, preferably 55°
to 65°. The angle β is 30° to 50°, preferably 36° to 44°.

The rotor blade has a continuous surface, the gradient between the

entry angle and the exit angle following the function of a specific
function {just as the unwinding of the gradient of a normal thread
follows a straight line, the unwinding of the gradient of the blade

preferably follows a parabola) .
The parabola shape, in particular that of the quadratic parabola, has
hereby proved advantageous, since the blood particles in contact with
the rotor blade experience a constant
avoids acceleration

peaks

uniform acceleration, which

with correspondingly

increased

blood-

damaging shear forces. In addition, the parabola shape leads to a blade
which can be compressed readily in one direction, whereas it stabilises
under flow pressure in the opposite direction.
In the sense of the present application, there is therefore understood by

a parabola shape not a quadratic parabola (y = ax2 + bx + c ) in the strict
sense, but any shape which deviates from a straight line. Preferably
this is a quadratic parabola (i.e. determinable by the term y = ax2 + bx +
c, wherein the parameter x in this term is not necessarily the same as

the x-direction shown in Fig. 15), it can however be also any function
deviating from a straight line which can be described for example by a
polynomial of a higher order.
For the individual blades, it applies however for the present application
in every case that these should correspond in their "unwound" shape to

such a non-straight shape. This applies in particular also for the case
that a plurality of blades distributed over the length of the rotor is
provided, i.e. not only the case, mainly observed in the Figures, of two
blades which are oppositely situated distributed over the entire length of
the rotor.
In the case of a cylindrical hub, the above-mentioned "unwinding" is

relatively simple.

Here, as mentioned, the corresponding

line is

observed preferably starting from the centre of the course of the blade
(in the boundary region to the cylindrical hub).

This system applies slightly modified also for hub shapes which are not

circular cylindrical, for example such as are shown in Fig. 3 . For such
conical, frustoconical and also convex, concave or bale-shaped

(i.e.

provided with spherical portions) hub geometries, the process is as
follows.

Firstly, a line is drawn or modelled at the height of the hub surface (i.e.
of the transition region from hub to blade) in the centre of the blade. A

conical or bale-shaped structure is hereby produced (for example with
reference to Fig. 3), on the surface of which a spiral is visible. For this
spiral structure (this does not have to be a spiral in the mathematical
sense, here it concerns merely an approximate circumscribing of the
course of the line), thus for this line a stringing- together of the
corresponding tangential planes along its course is undertaken.

Along

these tangential planes, there then occurs the imaginary rolling of the
bale-shaped (conical) hub body.

The line then arising in the plane

should then in turn be non-straight, for example a quadratic parabola,
as can be described by the function y = ax 2 + bx + c .
Subsequently, the subjects of claims 16. ff., which represent patentable
subjects per se, are explained once again in somewhat more detail. It
hereby concerns firstly a rotor for a pump, having at least one blade,
the rotor being able to be actuated to rotate about an axis of rotation in
order to convey a fluid in the axial or radial direction, the rotor being
deformable in the radial direction between a first, radially compressed
state and a second, radially expanded state, and the blade having, in an
operating state, an entry angle of the blade β and an exit angle of the
blade a , the exit angle β deviating.
This aspect is very important and actually surprising. In the case of the
blood or another body fluid to be conveyed, it indeed concerns an

essentially incompressible

fluid.

Nonetheless however, due to the

different angles a and β, i.e. by a change in the gradient of the blade (in
the case of a plurality of blades: the blade assembly), an acceleration
should be effected. It has been shown in lengthy experiments that this
has a less-damaging effect on the blood. It is particularly advantageous

to adopt the values set here in a compressible rotor (which thus can be

pressed together in the radial direction) since, in this manner, also the
pressed-together total volume can possibly be kept lower and also the
rigidity behaviour of the rotor is more favourable, which permits smaller

forces during compression with still high rigidity in the expanded state.

Advantageously, the blade has (either each individual blade or the one
or two complete blades) a continuous surface.

This means that here

there are no "step-like" jumps.
This is particularly the case if no carrier structure is provided, i.e. if the
plastic material is made of a uniform rubber or plastic material,
possibly with partially hardened regions, but made of the same initial
material, but also if support structures, if there are any, are embedded
in such a manner that the impeller blade is not substantially thinner
between these support structures than in the region of the support
structures.

As a result, very smooth surfaces are possible, which once

again further reduce damage to the blood.
It is advantageous that, in a special embodiment, the angle a is greater

than β. In such an embodiment the impeller blade is compressed very
easily. When the rotor during compression is drawn into an enclosing
sheath together with the pump housing or separately and, in being so
drawn, is moved in x-direction (according to Fig. 15) vis-a-vis the
mantle, the sheath thus receiving first that end of the rotor where the
angle a is located, the deformation of the rotor during compression is
such that no excessive, especially plastic, deformation occurs.
In specific areas of application or other embodiments it is advantageous

that the angle a is smaller than the angle β. In such a design the
impeller blade enters the fluid at an especially shallow angle so that

minimized shear forces occur between rotor and fluid in this region.
This causes

especially slight damage to the blood in this region.

Furthermore, such an embodiment is advantageous if the rotor during
compression

is inserted

into a sheath,

the rotor (with or without

housing) thus moving against the x-direction (according to Fig. 15) vis
a-vis the sheath, the sheath thus receiving first that end of the rotor
where the angle β is located.
A further embodiment provides that the gradient of the blade follows a
parabola shape. The interpretation of the term "parabola" was effected
a s further back both for circular cylindrical hub bodies and conical hub
bodies or bale-shaped hub bodies. What is important is that here above
all the unwound central line in the "foot region" of the blade, i.e.
towards the hub, does not represent a straight line, but rather a curved
shape,

preferably any parabola

of a higher order, for particular

preference one which can be described with the term y = ax 2 + bx + c .
It should of course be understood that these embodiments mentioned in
claims 16 to 20 can be combined with all the features of claims 1 to 15;
in order to avoid repetition, explicit repetition of the wording is therefore
avoided.
The present application relates in addition to a pump comprising a
housing and a rotor situated therein, the rotor having at least one
blade, and the rotor being able to be actuated to rotate about an axis of
rotation in order to convey a fluid in the axial or radial direction, the
rotor being able to be deformed in the radial direction between a first,
radially compressed state and a second, radially expanded state, and
the blade being orientated essentially radially at the speed of rotation of
the motor at which the power of the pump is at a maximum and /or the
rotor at this speed of rotation having its maximum diameter.

The underlying idea is that the pump is generally designed from a
design point at which the pump power is at its greatest; this speed of
rotation can be in the range between 10,000 rotations per minute and
50,000 rotations per minute.

What is now important is that, at this

maximum speed of rotation, also the radial projection of the rotor is at
its highest; in this way, it can be ensured that no "scratching" of the
rotor on the housing is possible, i.e. with a corresponding design of the
housing, indeed a pump gap can be minimised, though damage to the
housing or the rotor is precluded.

It is hereby advantageous that the

blade points in essentially radial direction if this speed of rotation is
reached; with elastic rotors, therefore a corresponding pre-curving in
the non-moving but expanded state can be provided, so that at the
highest speed of rotation (and the corresponding fluid counter-pressure)
the blade then points radially outwards relative to the rotor axis.
The present application relates in addition to a pump according to one
of the filed patent claims 1 to 25, there consequently being effected,

between a radially compressed state and a radially expanded state of
the rotor, a lengthening of the blade assembly, such that the maximum
spacing between the most proximal point of the blade assembly and the
most distal point of the blade assembly in the compressed state is at
least 5%, preferably at least 10%, greater than the maximum spacing
between the most proximal point of the blade assembly and the most
distal point of the blade assembly in the expanded state.
These points are shown once again in Figs. 13 and 14.
Figures 13 and 14 concern in principle the same rotor, which is
however expanded in Fig. 13 (though not rotated), in Fig. 14 is
compressed radially to the maximum (and likewise is not moved). The

direction of the later flow is represented in Figs. 13 and 14 by the arrow
which is situated at the top on the left (x-direction). This means that
the respectively left initial edge of the blade assembly engages firstly in
the medium and conveyance in the x-direction (i.e to the right) is
effected. The most proximal point in the expanded state is designated

with 4 1 and the most distal point with 42 (see Fig. 13 and by way of
example the blade assembly there), i.e. the points 4 1 or 42 need not
both be at the foot point of the blade and even not at the end point, any
points are possible according to the blade geometry.
In the compressed state there is a different picture, see Fig. 14. There

the spacing between the most proximal point (this time a different one,
namely 4 ) and the most distal point 42' is shown (the latter remains in
this embodiment at the same position, this does not however need to be
so).

The spacing between 4

and 42' is preferably at least 5%,

particularly preferred at least 10%, greater than the spacing between 4 1
and 42 (i.e in the expanded state, see Fig. 13 in this respect).
lengthening

shown

here

is very favourable

with

minimisation of the volume in the compressed state.

respect

The
to a

In particular in

cooperation with the different angles a and β mentioned in claim 16 ff, a
form is hence produced which is designed to be flow-favourable and

also volume-saving and can be folded together or radially compressed
with low force. In particular in connection with the gradient according
to the invention (i.e. non- straight unwinding), a hydraulically favourably

designed rotor is produced.
The rotors shown in Figs. 13 - 15 have respectively blades which

uninterruptedly extend essentially over the length of the blading. The
above embodiments however are valid correspondingly also for blade

arrangements which are arranged axially one behind the other, see in
particular Fig. 5 and the explanations there.

Aspects of the invention are inter alia:
1.

Rotor (13) for a pump, having at least one blade (19, 20, 22, 29,

30, 31, 32), the rotor being actuated to rotate about an axis of
rotation (21) in order to convey a fluid in the axial or radial
direction, and the rotor being able to be deformed reversibly
elastically in the radial

direction

between

a first, radially

compressed state and a second, radially expanded state.
2.

Rotor according to aspect 1, characterised

in that the rotor

consists at least partially of a first, elastic material in the form of
a foam polyurethane,

a solid polyurethane,

elastomer, a rubber or a superelastic

a thermoplastic

material, in particular

superelastic polymer.
3.

Rotor according to aspect 2, characterised

in that the first

material comprises a polyurethane based on a diisocyanate.
4.

Rotor according to aspect 3, characterised

in that the first

material is produced with a polyether polyol.
5.

Rotor according to aspect 3 or 4, characterised in that the first
material is produced with an organically filled polyol, in particular
a graft-, SAN- or polymer polyol or a PHD polyol.

6.

Rotor according to aspect 2, characterised

in that the first

material is configured as a thermoplastic elastomer, in particular
as polyamide TPE, as copolyester TPE, as styrene TPE, as
urethane

TPE or as thermoplastic

rubber or comprises such a material.

elastomer with crosslinked

Rotor according to aspect 2, characterised

material is configured as natural

in that the first

or synthetic

rubber,

in

particular as R-rubber, as M-rubber, as O-rubber, as Q-rubber,
as T-rubber or as U-rubber or comprises such a material.
Rotor according to aspect 2 or one of the following, characterised

in that the first material comprises at least one additive which

mechanically reinforces the first material.
Rotor according to aspect 2 or one of the following, characterised

in that the first material comprises an additive which makes the

material mechanically anisotropic.
Rotor according to aspect 2 or one of the following, characterised

in that the first material, by the production method of the rotor,

has anisotropic mechanical properties.
Rotor according to aspect 2 or one of the following, characterised

in that the first material has reinforcing fibres, in particular glass
fibres, carbon fibres, plastic material fibres or natural fibres.
Rotor according to aspect 11, characterised in that the fibres are

orientated according to a preferential direction.
Rotor according to aspect 2 or one of the following, characterised

in that the first material is filled with nanoparticles.
Rotor according to aspect 1, characterised in that the rotor adopts

the second state without the effect of external forces.

Rotor according to aspect 14, characterised in that the rotor

which is initially actuated to rotate in the second state adopts a
third state under fluid loading.
Rotor according to aspect 15, characterised in that the rotor is

configured such that, during standstill, it returns from the third
state reversibly elastically into the second state.
Rotor according to aspect 14 or 15, characterised in that the

latter is configured such that adoption of the first state from the
second state and adoption of the third state from the second state
are effected in the opposite direction.
Rotor according to aspect 15, characterised in that the rotor,

starting from the initial second state during transfer into the first
state, subsequently into the third state and finally back into the
second state, has a permanent residual strain (EH ) of preferably
less than

8%, particularly

preferably less than

3%, very

particularly preferred less than 1%. It is hereby assumed that the
first state lasted for 0 hours to 12 hours and the third state lasted
for 0 hours to 2,000 hours and the temperature was always

between 1°C and 50°C, preferably between 18°C and 40°C.
Rotor according to one of the preceding aspects, characterised in

that the rotor has at least one rotor blade, the rotor blade having
a pressure side and a suction side and the pressure side having a
monotonically convex cross-section.
Pump, in particular a blood pump, having a housing and a rotor
according to one of the preceding aspects, characterised in that
the interior of the housing is so large that the housing is not

touched, in an expanded operating state even with maximum
radial extension of the rotor, in particular

with maximum

deployment of conveyer elements, by the rotor, in particular not
by a conveyor element.

Pump according to aspect 20, characterised in that the housing,
in particular in the axial region in which the rotor has conveyor

elements, delimits a cylindrical interior.
Intraventricular blood pump comprising a rotor according to one
of the preceding aspects and also a sheath, this sheath being

configured such that, during penetration of the rotor into the
sheath, the rotor is compressed at least radially.
Method for providing an intraventricular blood pump according to

aspect 22, characterised in that the sheath and rotor are provided
initially unjoined and the rotor is introduced into the sheath only
immediately before implantation in a human or animal body. The
advantage: no settling of the materials, no adhesion of the rotor to
the casing/ sheath,

function checking before implantation

is

possible, also, due to the short time, flow and hysteresis effects
are minimised.
Rotor according to one of the aspects 1 to 23, characterised in

that there is effected, between a radially compressed and a
radially expanded state of the rotor, a lengthening of the blade
assembly such that the maximum spacing between the most
proximal point of the blade assembly and the most distal point of
the blade assembly in the compressed state is at least 5%,
preferably at least 10%, greater than the maximum spacing

between the most proximal point of the blade assembly and the

most distal point of the blade assembly in the expanded state.
Rotor according to one of the aspects 1 to 19, characterised in

that at least one blade extends essentially over the length of the
entire blading (blading assembly) or in that a plurality of blades
which are distributed axially over the length of the blading /
blade assembly is provided.

Patent Claims
1.

Rotor (13) for a pump, having at least one blade (19, 20, 22, 29,
30, 3 1, 32), the rotor being able to be actuated to rotate about an

axis of rotation (2 1) in order to convey a fluid in the axial or radial
direction, the rotor being able to be deformed reversibly elastically
in the radial direction between a first, radially compressed state

and a second, radially expanded state which the rotor adopts
without the effect of external forces, and at least one third state of
the rotor being provided in which, in pumping operation under
fluid loading, the rotor is deformed from the first state to beyond

the second state.
2.

Rotor according to claim 1, characterised

in that the rotor

consists at least partially of a first, elastic material in the form of
a foam polyurethane,

a solid polyurethane, a thermoplastic

elastomer, a rubber or a superelastic material, in particular
superelastic polymer.
3.

Rotor according to claim 2, characterised in that the first material

comprises a polyurethane based on a diisocyanate.
4.

Rotor according to claim 3, characterised in that the first material
is produced with a polyether polyol.

5.

Rotor according to claim 3 or 4, characterised in that the first
material is produced with an organically filled polyol, in particular
a graft-, SAN- or polymer polyol or a PHD polyol.

6.

Rotor according to claim 2, characterised in that the first material
is configured a s a thermoplastic

elastomer, in particular

as

polyamide TPE, as coplyester TPE, as styrene TPE, as urethane
TPE or as a thermoplastic elastomer with crosslinked rubber or

comprises such a material and /or
in that the first material is configured as natural or synthetic
rubber, in particular a s R-rubber, as M-rubber, as O-rubber, as
Q-rubber, as T-rubber or as U-rubber or comprises such a
material.
7.

Rotor according to claim 2 or one of the following, characterised
in that the first material comprises at least one additive which
mechanically reinforces the first material and/ or
in that the first material comprises an additive which makes the
material mechanically anisotropic and /or
in that the first material, by the production method of the rotor,
has anisotropic mechanical properties and / or
in that the first material has reinforcing fibres, in particular glass
fibres, carbon fibres, plastic material fibres or natural fibres,
preferably the fibres being orientated according to a preferential
direction and/ or
in that the first material is filled with nanoparticles.

8.

Rotor according to claim 1 or one of the following, characterised
in that the rotor is configured such that, during standstill, it
returns from the third state reversibly elastically into the second
state.

9.

Rotor according to claim 1 or one of the following, characterised
in that the latter is configured such that adoption of the first state
from the second state and adoption of the third state from the

second state are effected in the opposite direction.
10.

Rotor according to claim 1 or one of the following, characterised
in that the rotor, starting from the initial second state, during

transfer into the first state, subsequently into the third state and
finally back into the second state, has a permanent residual

strain

(8H)

of preferably less than 8%, particularly preferably less

than 3%, very particularly preferred less than 1%.
11.

Rotor according to one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the rotor has at least one rotor blade, the rotor blade having
a pressure side and a suction side and the pressure side having a
monotonically convex cross-section.
12.

Pump, in particular a blood pump, having a housing and a rotor
according to one of the preceding patent claims, characterised in
that the interior of the housing is so large that the housing is not
touched, in an expanded operating state even with maximum
radial extension of the rotor, in particular

with maximum

deployment of conveyer elements, by the rotor, in particular not
by a conveyer element.
13.

Pump according to claim 12, characterised in that the housing, in
particular in the axial region in which the rotor has conveyer
elements, delimits a cylindrical interior.

14.

Intraventricular blood pump comprising a rotor according to one
of the preceding claims and also a sheath, this sheath being

configured such that, during penetration of the rotor into the
sheath, the rotor is compressed at least radially.
15.

Method for providing an intraventricular blood pump according to

claim 14, characterised in that the sheath and rotor are provided

initially unjoined and the rotor is introduced into the sheath only

immediately before implantation in a human or animal body.
16.

Rotor for a pump, having at least one blade, the rotor being able
to be actuated to rotate about an axis of rotation in order to

convey a fluid in the axial or radial direction, the rotor being able
to be deformed in the radial direction between a first, radially

compressed state and a second, radially expanded state and the
blade having, in an operating state, an entry angle of the blade (β)
and an exit angle of the blade (a), the exit angle a deviating from
the entry angle β.
17.

Rotor according to claim 16, the blade having a continuous

surface.
18.

Rotor according to claim 16 or 17, the angle a being greater than

the angle β.
1 .

Rotor according to claim 16 or 17, the angle a being smaller than

the angle β.
20.

Rotor according to one of the claims 16 to 1 , the gradient of the

blade following a parabola shape.

2 1.

Rotor according to one of the claims 16 to 20, the operating state

mentioned in patent claim 16 corresponding to the third state of
patent claim 1.
22.

Rotor according to one of the claims 16 to 20, the rotor having in

addition the features of at least one of the claims 1 to 15.
23.

Pump, comprising a housing and a rotor situated therein for a

pump, having at least one blade, the rotor being able to be
actuated to rotate about an axis of rotation (2 1) in order to convey
a fluid in the axial or radial direction, the rotor being able to be
deformed in the radial direction between a first, radially

compressed state and a second, radially expanded state, and the
blade, at the maximum speed of rotation of the rotor, at which the
power of the pump is at a maximum, being essentially radially

orientated and/ or the rotor having its maximum diameter at this
speed of rotation.
24.

Pump according to claim 23, the rotor having in addition the
features of one of the claims 1 to 22.

25.

Rotor according to one of the claims 1 to 22, characterised in that

the at least one blade is not reinforced by an internal frame.
26.

Rotor according to one of the claims 1 to 22, characterised in that

there is effected, between a radially compressed and a radially
expanded state of the rotor, a lengthening of the rotor, such that
the maximum spacing between the most proximal point of the
blade assembly and the most distal point of the blade assembly in

the compressed state is at least 5%, preferably at least 10%,
greater than the maximum spacing between the most proximal

point of the blade assembly and the most distal point of the blade
assembly in the expanded state.
Rotor according to one of the claims 1 to 22 or 26, characterised

in that the blade assembly of the rotor consists of at least one

blade which extends uninterruptedly over the length of the blade

assembly or in that a plurality of blades are at a spacing from
each other and distributed axially over the length of the blade
assembly.
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